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Android/iOS/Windows/Web: Learning code usually takes a long time. SoloLearn strives to make the task easier by breaking the programming concept into fast, digestible daily lessons. The site offers courses in a wide range of programming languages, including SH, Java, Javascript, Python 3, PHP, C, CSS and more. Each language has
a special set of applications just for this course. So, for example, if you want to learn Java, you can only download Java apps for iOS, Android or Windows. Each course comes with a selection of lessons and quizzes to help you learn. Best of all, its free. You can check out the site below to find apps for the course you want to take.
SoloLearn via MakeUseOf Social Network for flossers. Foursquare for farts. 3-D printer for dirt. Last weekend, MIT Media Lab played host to Comedy Hack Day, a hackathon put on a cultivated wit that pairs comedians with coders to turn hilarious ideas into apps. After an initial brainstorming session in which a series of ideas are pitched,
the team form and is given 24 hours to make their ideas a reality and then show their prototypes to the jury. It's a lot of fun, but is it more than that? The answer, maybe, maybe. Here are six lessons any startup can learn from the comedy Hack Day.Find the Right PitchmanThe chief winner of Comedy Hack Day was the truth about
humanity, an incredible app that has sparked foul-mouthed rants on any issue of your choice. In the prepared whirlpool of animated GIFs, under construction graphics and Comic Sans, the truth about humanity is like a search engine, looking inside Joseph Stalin's paranoid head. For example, by requesting a site about microbes, the user
may learn that microorganisms are the secret agent of every government on Earth, while searching for dolphins will show that aftershocks are chattering to be the secret language of the Rosicrucian sect. The idea was undoubtedly excellent, but the prototype is sloppy, featuring a design that would be more of a home on the 1999
GeoCities site than in the modern web. What put the Truth About Humanity Over the Edge was his duo of killer pitchers, Matt Klinman and Benjamin Apple. The duo burst onto the scene as the wild-eyed maniacs of their app tries to emulate. For the next five minutes, they shouted obscenities and shouted conspiracies until, inevitably, they
won't win the hearts of both spectators and judges. You can try Truth for Humanity for yourself here. Consider Corporate mascotSometimes putting a cute face on your brand can really pay off. Consider My Real Puppy, a game that aims to educate children about the nature of mortality and the unforgiving approach of death by giving them
their own virtual puppy. This puppy-adorable Corgi mix-can-feed and pet, temporarily reversing a slide in dog happiness and health metrics like plunge to 0%. But keeping your puppy happy and fed isn't enough: just like in real life, disaster can strike at any moment. In My Real Puppy, there is about one in ten chances that when a child
checks back on his pet later, the puppy will mysteriously die, the only clue to what happened being a trail of mysterious dirty prints. While my real puppy didn't win a prize on Comedy Hack Day, the panel of judges all agreed that masking the leering rictus death itself behind the fuzzy-faced adorable mascot was an inspired touch that really
helped sell the brand to a wider audience. Follow Tech TrendsPeople becoming bored with apps. A new hot wearable technology that integrates hardware and software into a single package. Unsurprisingly, one of the show's biggest hits was FatBit, an anti-activity tracker. Using a built-in belt sensor, FatBit tracks activities such as eating
pizza, chewing on a pat on oil, amorphously lying on the couch, or simply gasping and wheezing. Depending on how many Fattivity points you type, FatBit hands out award icons that can be shared on Facebook (Sweatpants, Sofa Kong, Cake Eater, and so on), as well as Foursquare-style titles such as Mayor Dunkin Donuts or Governor
of New Jersey.An The Original Idea counts more than the great rendition of One of the most well-received demos shown on Comedy Hack Day. A futuristic toilet made by three MIT students, Pizzicato Privy translated the sound of methane exploding from the compressed lips of a human sphincter into a series of classic movements with
oboes, bassoons, flutes and more. The ripple with the glow of some of the best technology that MIT can co-bert, the equipment itself was cutting-edge, and the on-stage performance (conducted with a portable fart machine) led to a roar of laughter. Unfortunately, the judges have not been able to go beyond the perceived obviousness of
the product. A bunch of guys hauling a toilet on stage and making farts noises just seems like the most stereotypical thing anyone can do in Comedy Hack Day, said Comedy Hack Day judge Josh Gondelman. No matter how good the Pizzicato Privi demonstration was, no one could escape what they had seen and heard before. Team
with established companiesCaffton Post, BuzzFeed, Upworthy ... all of these companies have proven that clickbait headlines are a fantastic way to manage traffic on your site's content. But what if you took content out of the equation? It was the idea of Clistrbait, a website that would generate an infinite number of excruciatingly oblique
headlines without a single string of content to back it up. Unfortunately, the idea of clickstrbait man, Matt Klinman, couldn't code. Fortunately, his charisma and Klinman Klinman was allowed into the project support Comedy Hack Day sponsor Squarespace, who commissioned one of its engineers to help make Clickstrbait a reality. The end
result? The site endlessly generates clickbait worth of headline and image caption For example, a photo of Paula Dean with the headline NEW BREASTS?!?, or a photo of Justin Bieber with the headline HELPING THE POOR ... Die. Clickstrbait, according to Klinman, is an endless loop of reptile self-satisfied. You can check it out here. Be
PositiveAnything goes on Comedy Hack Day, but if there is an important lesson to be learned from this event, then what is important is staying positive. In fact, this is one of the guidelines of Hackathon, according to cultivated Wit founder and Comedy Hack Day emcee Baratunde Thurston. When we first started Comedy Hack Day, we got
some disappointed dudes who came up with some negative ideas for apps, says Thurston, citing an example of a proposed social network aimed at people who like to on people and places they hate. But it's very difficult to maintain such negative energy as part of the team. This is certainly true in this Comedy Hack Day. More negative
ideas pitched at the beginning of the hackathon, such as a website dedicated to telling people that they were jerks, tended to have difficulty engaging team members, and fell flat when presented on stage. There's a big difference between talking a joke into a microphone and building it into something tangible, says Thurston.That's a good
lesson for anyone, no matter who they are: the negativity is inherently destructive, and you can't build anything, let alone a good product or team, from his back. How do you manage to deal with 14,000 new customers a day? You act like a failure just around the corner and keep pushing. It was my biggest takeaway since day two of the
Inc. 5000 in San Antonio. Mailchimp co-founder and CEO Ben Chestnut blew my mind when he shared that even at $600 million in annual revenue, it still feels like he hasn't done it and is working every day to keep climbing. Interestingly, I also heard that of a hundred women this morning for bacon (my superfoods) and coffee in Chase for
Business Women Inc. 5000 Breakfast. These high-growth female founders are channeled by Brena Brown in embracing their vulnerability to share that they still feel imposter syndrome. Despite their successes and achievements, they still believe that being a female leader in a male-dominated world makes them work insanely hard every
day, even as they pass their male counterparts on income. Running themes today were around personal leadership, sustainability required by entrepreneurship, and the desire to be courageous. These are the four best lessons I learned on the second day. Brene taught us that to be a truly courageous leader, you have to identify the
factors that take you away from positive positives and many of them, she says, just suck. Some of the main barriers she identified were tough conversations, fears, shame, lack of inclusivity, and, yes, perfectionism, but good leaders face these blocs with courage and honesty. Or, in other words, being human, your dog thinks you are. Bert
Jacobs, co-founder of Life Is Good, stressed that there is a profit in optimism and doing good, a philosophy that has been crowd amped up. He also reminded that entrepreneurs are perhaps the most spectacular group in the world. In a review of her Four Trends paradigm, Gretchen Rubin spoke about the importance of recognizing our
strengths and weaknesses, as well as the weaknesses of our teams. One tidbit particularly struck me: Even overperformers - the ones that always say yes - need your guide to make sure they don't burn out. These employees often take on more than they can handle in an attempt to please, making them most prone to burnout. My second
biggest takeaway today was that the best advice might not be on stage, but left and right. Some of the greatest tips and mentoring can come from your peers who sit next to you. There is so much we can learn from each other and it is also vital that we pass on the lessons we have learned to other entrepreneurs - from those who only
spark an idea for those with multibillion-dollar companies. Every business owner in the history of time knows that this concert is difficult. We also know that we cannot do it alone; Each of us has achieved success with the supporters, supporters and teams of our sides.Inc. 5000 most popular sections today was named Sessions in a round,
mentoring track with small groups, convening around topics such as venture capital, marketing, storytelling, and strategic growth. I saw the power of peer support going on in real time (with a line to get in, the need was clear). This means that you have the best advice and the person next to you can be your best listener. Today is another
jam-packed party stretch and challenge our minds and businesses. In the morning, I'm particularly looking forward to hearing about conscious finance from Ron Shaich, founder and chairman of Panera Bread, and designing a billion dollar business from Kendra Scott. In the afternoon, Sessions in the round with Alice will return with
another 11 table leaders. So let's be brave. It may take a few beers, but you can do it. This is. bsf acts lesson 20 day 4. bsf notes lesson 20 day 4. bsf questions lesson 20 day 4
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